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ABSTRACT

MAT (Mandarin speech data across Taiwan) is a telephone
speech data collection project conducted in Taiwan during 1995
- 1998. Over 7000 speakers have provided the speech data
through the public telephone systems. Its outcome is a series of
MAT databases. The plentiful speech data in MAT databases are
valuable materials for the study of properties of Mandarin
spoken in Taiwan. Some particular properties would be of
interest to linguists and also useful for identifying the accent of
Taiwanese. In this paper, several prosodic features in MAT
databases are investigated. They are the stress patterns of
disyllabic words, the intensity and duration of syllable finals,
and the pitch pattern of lexical tones.

1. INTRODUCTION

A group of researchers in the area of speech processing in
Taiwan has initiated a speech data collection project called MAT
(Mandarin speech data Across Taiwan). The objective of the
MAT project is to produce a telephone speech database of
Mandarin Chinese spoken in Taiwan [1][2]. This project was
sponsored by the National Science Council of Taiwan during
1995-1998. Nine universities and research institutes involved in
this three-year project. In total, over 7000 individuals in Taiwan
had provided speech data to generate the speech database. A
series of MAT databases have been released for academic
research purposes, such as MAT-160, MAT-400, and MAT-2400.
The most recent release is a database of 2000 speakers, named
MAT-2000. This database has been carefully validated to ensure
its quality [3].

The spoken material of MAT speech database was designed for
the generation of speech models and for the evaluation of
Mandarin telephone-based speech recognition systems. The
framework of the material design was created by Dr. Chiu-Yu
Tseng of Academia Sinica [4]. The material was extracted from
two text corpora of 77,324 lexical entries and 5,353 sentences.
Forty sets of speech material were produced to generate the
prompting sheets. This database covers 407 base-syllables in
Mandarin Chinese. It contains 1062 words with two to four
syllables in each word. These words cover 338 tone
combinations and 1351 voiced vs. voiced/unvoiced
combinations. The materials of 400 phonetically balanced
sentences cover 399 base-syllables, 289 tone combinations, and

1434 voiced vs. voiced/unvoiced combinations.

Each speaker was asked to input 66 utterances according to the
prompting sheet. There are five parts in the prompting sheet.
Accordingly, the speech data are arranged into five subsets as
shown in table 1.

Table 1. MAT Database subsets.
Subset Type Items
MATDB-1 spontaneous, prompting items 1 – 9
MATDB-2 read, numbers 10 – 14
MATDB-3 read, isolated Mandarin syllables 15 – 26
MATDB-4 read, isolated words 27 – 56
MATDB-5 read, sentences 57 – 66

The plentiful speech data in MAT databases are valuable
materials for the study of properties of Mandarin spoken in
Taiwan. Some particular properties would be of interest to
linguists and also useful for identifying the accent of Taiwanese.
In this paper, several prosodic features in MAT databases are
investigated. They are the stress patterns of disyllabic words, the
intensity and duration of syllable finals, and the pitch pattern of
lexical tones.

2. STRESS PATTERNS OF DISYLLABIC WORDS

In Mandarin speech, disyllabic words can be pronounced in
different stress patterns. Some studies were conducted to
investigate the related phenomena of stress in disyllabic words
[5][6]. A previous study showed that the stressed syllable of a
disyllabic word is in its second syllable in most of Mandarin
Chinese [7]. Our interest is to find the stress patterns of
disyllabic words spoken in Taiwan.

We investigate this property based on a 160-speaker database,
MAT-160. This database was provided by 81 male and 79
female speakers. Its subset MATDB-4 contains 679 disyllabic
words. Each word was pronounced by 4 speakers so that it
comes out 2715 available utterances of disyllabic words. Two
subjects, one male and one female, are asked to listen to all the
2715 utterances. They are well-trained graduate students in the
Institute of Linguistics. This perceptual evaluation is performed
to classify 679 words into three categories; Type I -- stress in
first syllable, Type II -- stress in second syllable, and Type III -
- no distinguishable stress or inconsistent in evaluation. Type I
includes the patterns of “stress-weak” and “stress-normal”. Type
II is the pattern of “normal-stress”.
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For each disyllabic word, its 4 utterances provided by four
speakers are evaluated. If three out of four utterances are
categorized to Type I, the disyllabic word belongs to Type I. The
similar way is applied to determine the disyllabic words of Type
II. If there is no consistent judgment, the disyllabic word is
classified to Type III.

In this study, we use those consistently categorized utterances
for further analysis. That means we use only 1910 out of 2715
utterances to further examine their prosodic properties. Table 2
shows the number of utterances classified into various stress
types among the genders.

Table 2. Distribution of stress types among genders

Type Distribution Male speaker Female speaker

I 927 453 474

II 859 434 425

III 124 59 65

Total 1910 946 964

Table 2 shows that the numbers of Type I and Type II are very
close. This situation exists for males and females. In other words,
there is no significant difference between male and female
speakers in producing the stress pattern of disyllabic words.

If we examine the stress types according to the ages, the result is
shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Distribution of stress types among ages

Age male female total Type I Type II Type III

<15 35 51 86 41 39 6

15~25 530 574 1104 549 481 74

26~45 354 339 693 303 323 67

46~65 13 0 13 5 8 0

>65 14 0 14 6 8 0

total 946 964 1910 904 859 147

The result shows that the speakers of age under 25 tend to
produce more Type I patterns, while speakers of age beyond 26
produce more patterns of Type II. Overall, the stress pattern of
Type I is about 2.4% larger than that of Type II.

In Taiwan, Mandarin Chinese is the official language. Most of
population can speak Mandarin very well because of the
education system. But there is still a major portion of population
speak Min-nan or Hakka in their family. The mother tongue is a
possible factor to influence the pronunciation of Mandarin
Chinese. Here we count the number of stress types for the
speakers of various mother tongues. The result is shown in Table
4.

Table 4. Distribution of stress types among mother tongues

Type Mandarin Min-Nan Hakka total

I 313 520 94 927

II 252 519 88 859

III 33 79 12 124

total 598 1118 194 1910

This table shows that the speakers of Min-nan as their mthr
tongue produce almost same number of Type I and Type II. The
major difference comes from speakers of Mandarin as their
mother tongue. In this case, stress types of Type I are larger than
those of Type II.

3. INTENSITY AND DURATION OF SYLLABLE
FINAL

For a Mandarin syllable, most of the signal energy is in its final
portion since there is voiced sound in the final. The intensity of a
syllable can be roughly determined by measuring the energy of
final portion. The intensity should be one of the factors to
determine the stress patterns. Similarly, the duration of the final
portion is also a possible factor to determine the stress pattern.
Intuitively, the stressed syllable should have larger intensity or
longer duration in a word. Is this true for disyllabic words in
Mandarin Chinese?

In this study, a Mandarin syllable is represented in Initial-Final
structure. The initial is the beginning of a syllable. It is usually a
consonant. The final is the vowel portion. It contains at least a
voiced sound. Some syllables may not initiate with a consonant.
In Mandarin, there are 21 initial consonants and 37 finals.
Usually an empty-vowel is taken into account to represent those
syllables without final symbol. A zero-initial is used to represent
those syllables without initial consonant. Because of the
coarticulation of the initial consonant and its successive final,
we consider an initial together with the transition frames of the
beginning vowel of final portion or the empty-vowel as a right-
context-dependent (RCD) recognition unit. The finals are
considered as context-independent (CI) recognition units. All
these sub-syllable units are modeled by hidden Markov models
(HMM).

By Viterbi decoding process, the syllables as well as the sub-
syllables are located in an utterance. For the case of disyllabic
words, we calculate the average intensity and duration for the
final portions of two syllables. Let E1 and E2 denote the average
intensities, and L1 and L2 denote the durations of the first and
the second syllables, respectively. Intuitively, we may think that
a disyllable of stress Type I should have larger intensity or
longer duration in its first syllable. The same situation would
happen for second syllable in Type II. Table 5 shows that the
measure of intensity and duration of two syllables may not fit to
the result of perceptual evaluation. That implies the perception
of stressed syllable involves some complicated factors.

Table 5. Relation to Intensity and duration of stressed syllable

Male speakers Female speakers



L1>L2 E1>E2 Percept. L1>L2 E1>E2 Percept.

I 188 373 453 134 396 474

II 138 57 434 124 80 425

III 24 27 59 21 30 65

total 350 457 946 279 506 964

By investigating the data in Table 5, we find that 82.3%
(373/453) of disyllabic words of Type I are with E1>E2 for male
speakers. Those are 83.5% (396/474) for female speakers. For
disyllabic words of Type II, there p are 13.1% (57/434) with
E1>E2 for male speakers and 18.8% (80/425) for female
speakers. This implies that the intensity does perform a
significant rule in determining the syllable stress.

As far as the duration of final portion in a syllable is concerned,
we find that 41.5% (188/453) for males and 28.3% (134/474) for
females satisfy the condition of L1>L2 in the stress pattern of
Type I. For Type II, the percentages of L1>L2 become 31.8%
(138/434) for males and 29.2% (124/425). The close
percentages in both two types of stress pattern indicate that the
duration of syllable does not perform the rule of distinguishing
the stress types.

By experiment, we define an intensity ratio, Re, of first syllable
to second syllable in a disyllabic word for differentiating the
stress types. Giving a threshold value to the intensity ratio, we
can automatically identify the stress pattern of disyllabic words.
In our study, we find that Re = 1.52 is an optimal threshold for
distinguishing the stress of Type I and Type II. By using this
threshold, the accuracy rate is 82.7% for Type I and 83.9 for
Type II.

4. PITCH PATTERNS

The pitch pattern is a key feature for identifying tones in
Mandarin speech. In order to see the pitch patterns of tones, we
use a larger database, MAT-2000, to perform the feature
measures. The MAT-2000 database was provided by 615 male
and 746 female speakers. There are 66116 utterances in its
subset MATDB-4. This subset contains words of 2 to 4 syllables.
The Viterbi decoding process is applied to locate the syllables
and their sub-syllable units. Then the final portion of a syllable
can be extracted. In this final portion we calculate the pitch for
each frame and count the number of frames to obtain the length
of final portion, i.e. the duration.

A method based on center-clipping and autocorrelation is
applied to each frame for extracting the pitch of voiced sound. In
order to obtain a smoothed pitch contour, we use moving
average (MA) algorithm along the frames to filter the pitch
values. For simplicity, we do not present the pitch contours in
this study. Instead, we divide the pitch contour equally into four
segments. Then we can get five pitch values on the pitch contour
to describe the pitch patterns of different tones. These five pitch
values are denoted as P0, P1, P2, P3, and P4. For MATDB-4 of

the database MAT-2000, we calculate the average of the
duration of final portion and five pitch values. Based on this
information, we can see the difference of tones in their length.
We can also easily present the pitch patterns for various tones.
The calculated data are given in Table 6.

Table 6. Duration and Pitch Pattern of syllable finals

(a) Male speakers

Duration Pitch Frequencies

Mean Devia P0 P1 P2 P3 P4

Tone-1 20.4 9.4 142.9 141.3 140.7 141.1 142.0

Tone-2 19.4 10.1 119.7 117.2 116.9 118.9 122.6

Tone-3 13.9 9.3 118.4 114.5 110.7 107.9 106.3

Tone-4 17.3 7.8 151.1 147.7 141.2 133.3 125.9

Neutral 9.4 6.0 117.9 116.6 114.9 113.0 111.1

(b) Female speakers

Duration Pitch Frequencies

Mean Devia P0 P1 P2 P3 P4

Tone-1 24.3 10.8 236.6 232.3 230.5 231.0 233.4

Tone-2 23.8 11.7 203.0 195.7 192.9 194.9 201.3

Tone-3 14.9 9.3 197.6 190.0 181.8 175.3 170.9

Tone-4 19.6 7.8 245.2 239.4 228.4 215.4 203.8

Neutral 8.8 6.9 179.0 177.2 174.8 172.5 170.6

From Table 6 we can see that Tone-2 has same pitch pattern as
Tone-1 except the curve shifts down by about 23 Hz for males
and about 36 Hz for females. Another property of tone-2 is its
rising from P2 to P4. This rising is 5.7 Hz for males and 8.4 Hz
for females. For Tone-1, the rising is only 1.3 Hz for males and
2.9 Hz for females.

Both Tone-3 and Tone-4 are falling patterns. They can be easily
distinguished by measuring the falling from P0 to P4. The pitch
of Tone-4 drops from P0 to P4 by 26 Hz for males and 41 Hz for
females. For Tone-3, the drop is only 12.1 Hz for males and 26.7
Hz for females. The other property is that Tone-3 has much
lower pitch values in average.

Since the measure was done on a big database, the averaged data
can not tell the detail of pitch patterns in various tones. We can
only present a global picture of pitch patterns of tones generated
by speakers in Taiwan.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a preliminary study on the prosodic
properties of MAT speech database. The stress patterns of



disyllabic words are studied based on perceptual evaluation. The
duration and the intensity of syllables are calculated
automatically using Viderbi decoding process. A pitch
extraction method is used to automatically extract the pitch
contours in the syllable finals. The calculated data present some
properties of Mandarin spoken in Taiwan.
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